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Leadership @ InfosysPenguin Press, 2010

	Powered by intellect, driven by values Infosys has been at the forefront of a new India Inc. since 1981. Leadership @ Infosys is the first book to codify Infosys s unique history, values and leadership practices that account for the firm s stellar rise from US$ 200 seed capital to a multibillion dollar global enterprise. As an extension of...
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Brand Stretch: Why 1 in 2 extensions fail, and how to beat the odds: A brandgym workoutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
“This is essentially a useful guide for brand managers in organisations without long-term wisdom.” (Brand Strategy, May 2004)
 “If this review were to be only two words, they would be 'Buy this!' [this] book is an essential, authoritative and easy-to-understand..” (Media Week 4 May 2004) 

"...an admirable...
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HACCP: A Toolkit for ImplementationRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2010

	Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) is a systematic method to identify, evaluate and control food safety hazards. Since its initial development in the 1960s, HACCP has been increasingly used at every stage of the food chain. In many countries, it is a legal requirement for all food business operators to have some form of hazard...
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Design Aids for Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structuresSpon Press, 1996

	Eurocode 2 is the key document for future structural design in concrete throughout Europe. To use the code effectively, structural engineers need a range of aids in the form of flow charts, design charts and simplified procedures. This book provides all these, and is written with the authority of collaborative work by members of the Concrete...
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Safety Design for Space SystemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Progress in space safety lies in the acceptance of safety design and engineering as an integral part of the design and implementation process for new space systems.  Safety must be seen as the principle design driver of utmost importance from the outset of the design process, which is only achieved through a culture change that moves all...
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Towards the Learning Grid (Frontiers in Artificial Lintelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
This is a book about a paradigm shift in Informatics in general and in technologies enhancing human learning in particular. It is not unexpected that its content is controversial: the debate between the “evolutionaries” – those that wish to optimize and refine current approaches – and the “revolutionaries”...
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Formal Modeling and Analysis of Timed Systems: 6th International Conference, FORMATS 2008, Saint Malo, France, September 15-17, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This volume consists of the proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Formal Modelling and Analysis of Timed Systems (FORMATS 2008). The main goal of this series of conferences is to bring together diverse communities of researchers that deal with the timing aspects of computing systems. Both fundamental and practical aspects of timed...
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Field and Service Robotics: Results of the 5th International Conference (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
Patrick is a focused transport logistics company specialised in the loading and unloading of ships and the efficient land based collection, distribution and storage of cargo for import, export and within Australia.

Patrick began as a one-time small stevedore and now leader in port related transport and logistics. We’ve evolved into...
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Advances in Biometrics: Third International Conferences, ICB 2009, Alghero, Italy, June 2-5, 2009, ProceedingsSpringer, 2009

	It is a pleasure and an honour both to organize ICB 2009, the 3rd IAPR/IEEE International Conference on Biometrics. This will be held 2–5 June in Alghero, Italy, hosted by the Computer Vision Laboratory, University of Sassari. The conference series is the premier forum for presenting research in biometrics and its allied technologies:...
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The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and PowerFree Press, 2004

	In this compelling opus on reform, driven by extensive research, authoritative anecdotes, and insider interviews, eminent law professor and legal theorist Joel Bakan points out that as a legal and economic entity, the modern corporation is essentially pathological in nature, placing the profit motive above any social value or accountability....
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A Plain English Guide to Financial TermsNational Adult Literacy Agency, 2004

	EBS has joined with the National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA) to

	develop and implement a three-year Financial Literacy Programme.

	Through this programme we plan to work together to help tackle the

	issue of financial literacy as a barrier to accessing financial services.





	With over 50% of Irish adults having less than...
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Applied E-Learning and E-Teaching in Higher EducationInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Over the past decade, computer-enhanced learning has increased in demand due to developments in technological aids such as multimedia presentation and the internet. In this age of technology, it is imperative for teachers to consider the importance of technological integration in the classroom.
Applied E-Learning and E-Teaching in...
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